In a recent paper, the authors proved the following theorem: Suppose R is an associative ring with Jacobson radical /. Suppose further, that, for all x u , x n in R, there exists a word w(x u , x n ), depending on x u •••,#», in which at least one α?< (i varies) is missing, and such that (1) »i '*. = w(x u •••, x n ) .
Then J is a nil ring of bounded index and R/J is finite. In the present paper, we consider the structure of an associative ring R which satisfies, instead of the identity (1) above, an identity of the form In particular, we take a closer look at the structure of R in those cases where (i) p(x u ••-,$») is any fixed word involving each of the variables x lf • ••,<&. at least once, or (ii) p(x l9 -*,x n ) is a variable polynomial in x l9 , x n with integer coefficients such that each x t is of the same degree in each term of p(x l9 •••,»»), and where these degrees are bounded. We show, for example, that if p(x l9 •••,»») is as in (i) above, then the Jacobson radical J of R is nil of bounded index and R/J is finite. Moreover, we show that, if p(x lf •••, x n ) is as in (ii) above, then R/J is still finite. We conclude by giving some examples of the rings under consideration.
In establishing the results of this paper, we use the structure theory of rings, starting with the division ring case, then the primitive ring case, followed by the semisimple ring case l
Main results* Throughout R will denote an associative ring, Z will denote the ring of integers, and n will denote a fixed positive integer >1. We now introduce the following. DEFINITION exists a subring S of R such that S maps homomorphically onto D t for some division ring D. We now show that (ii) never holds. For, suppose (ii) is true. Then, by taking I = n in (ii) and by using Lemma l(b), we readily obtain (5) Now, let
where a t is a diagonal n x n matrix over D with an entry of 0 in the (i, i) position and with entries of 1 elsewhere on the main diagonal. By hypothesis, there exists a polynomial p(x x , •• ,x ί >) and a word w(x u " ,x n ) such that
'p(a lf , a n ) = ^(α x , ..., αj; each α* appears in every term in p(a 19 •••, α w ); some a 5 is missing from w (a 19 Keeping in mind (6), and comparing the entries in the (j, j) positions of the two matrices in the equation in (7), we obtain 0 = 1, a contradiction. This contradiction shows that (ii) above never holds, and hence (i) above holds always. We have thus shown that shows that we obtain a contradiction if we assume that R is a 2^-ring. This proves the lemma.
We are now in a position to prove the following THEOREM 1. Let XξkΨl.
Then every X-semisimple ring is finite if and only if every X-division ring of prime characteristic is finite.
Proof. The "only if" part of the theorem being obvious, we now proceed to prove the "if" part. Thus, suppose that (10) Every X-division ring of prime characteristic is finite.
Suppose, further, that R is an X-semisimple ring which is not finite. We shall show that this leads to a contradiction. Since R is semisimple, there exist ideals IJaeΩ) of R such that [3; p. 14] f|/ α = (0); each R/I a is primitive . 
*=1 i=l
Thus, using (11), we see that R is finite, a contradiction. This contradiction shows that there exists a k+1 e Ω such that Πi=i I ai §= 4& +1 Now, as we have seen in (11), R/I« k+1 is simple. Since, moreover, Πf=i I ai £ I* k+1 f we have f|"=i I« { + L k+ι = R-Hence, by applying the second isomorphism theorem, we readily verify that
Rl n I a . ~R/h la, + W« k+ι = Σ' i-ί
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by (12). In particular, we have
Hence, using Lemma l(b), Σ'iU RII H is an X-ring (and thus a 3^-ring) also. This, however, contradicts Lemma 4 (see (11)). This contradiction shows that R is finite, and the theorem is proved.
We Proof. The "only if" part of the theorem being obvious, we now proceed to prove the "if" part. Thus, suppose that R is an X-semisimple ring. Now, in view of Theorem 1, it suffices to show that (Every X-division ring D of prime characteristic is (a periodic field.
Thus, suppose that D is an X-division ring of prime characteristic p, and suppose aeD. We first show that (14) a is algebraic over GF(p) .
Clearly, we may assume that a Φ 0. Now, suppose that (15) q l9 -*-,q n are fixed distinct primes; each g* > N, and (18), (19) and (20), Thus, by Jacobson's Theorem [3] , D is a periodic field. The theorem now follows from Theorem 1.
In preparation for the proof of the next theorem, we now introduce the following notations and lemmas.
Suppose a and b are positive integers, a > 6, which are relatively prime, and suppose (22) V u -a n -b\ (a > b ^ 1; (α, 6) = 1) .
Let ^i, w 2 , , n k be all the distinct positive divisors of n which are less than n. Then V n is divisible by V nί , V %2 , 
Then P(S) is infinite.
We are now in a position to prove the following THEOREM 3 (Principal Theorem). Let Igy;.
Suppose that there exists a fixed integer N such that, for all polynomials p(x lf • , x n ) in X, the degree in x lt , x n of every term in p(x lf , x n ) is less than N. Suppose, further, that for all polynomials p(x u , x n ) in X, each x t is of the same degree in each term in p{x u , x n ). Then every X-semisimple ring is finite.
Proof. In view of Theorem 2, it suffices to show that every X-periodic field F is finite. Suppose not; that is, suppose that F is an infinite X-periodic field. Then F is of prime characteristic p, since F is periodic. Moreover, the subfield (x) generated by a single element x in F is finite, and hence (23) x pk = x for some positive integer k -k(x) . Now, for each j e Z + , define
Then, in view of (23) and (24) Wi(^i, •••, a n ) a word involving every a t .
Furthermore, m Φ 0, since ^(α x , , a n ) Φ 0 (see (29), (30) Cj<N; (j = l,...,n) .
Then, by (29), (30), (34) (mw^a,, ..., α n ))* = (w(α x , , a n )) M .
Hence by (31), (28), (33), and the fact that a 3 -is missing from the
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word w(a 19 •••, a n ), the above equality reduces to (αjO* = 1
Therefore (see (28)), q 3 -divides c ά M. This is absurd, however, since q d does not divide c ό (recall that q 3 > N> c 3 -; see (27) , (32)), and q 3 -does not divide M (recall that q 3 -> p, by (27) ; also see (33)). This contradiction proves the theorem.
Next, we prove the following Proof. Clearly, X satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3, and hence the X-semisimple ring R/J is finite. Now, to prove that J is nil, let αe J, and suppose that Now, let
Then, by (38), (37), (39), we obtain (40) α «i*i+ +Ά = a * .
Moreover, since Xj is missing from the word w^, , x n ), it is easily seen (see (36) Comparing (41), (42), we see that
Now, let cfit + + c n h n = I, and let
Then, by (40), (43), (44), it is easily seen that Equation (46) readily implies that a suitable power of a is an idempotent element in J (recall that a is in J), and hence by (46), a M -0, (M fixed). Thus J is nil of bounded index, and the theorem is proved.
In view of Theorem 4, it follows that J is locally nilpotent [2; p. 28] .
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4 as well as Theorem 3. If, further, we let X consist of the single fixed word x t x n , we obtain, as a further corollary of Theorem 4, the following result which has already been proved by the authors [5] Thus R is an X-ring, where X = {x 1 x m+1 }. Thus R is an X-ring, where X = {x 1 £ m+1 }. Hence R is an X-ring, where X = {x t x 2 x^. Observe that R is neither finite nor nilpotent. In fact, R is not isomorphic to any finite direct sum of finite or nilpotent rings.
Returning to our Principal Theorem (Theorem 3), we have the following REMARK. In the proof of Theorem 3, we showed that every Xperiodic field is finite. We claim that the group-theoretic analogue of this result is false. To see this, consider the group Zip 00 ), which consists of the set of all p n th roots of unity, where p is a fixed prime and n = 0, 1, 2, [4, p. 4] The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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